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Abstract 
Shoulder arthroplasty have become increasingly more common in the UK and has been shown to be a 

successful operation that can significantly improve quality of life. Advanced arthritic patterns are 

frequently being identified with expansive bone loss which cannot be managed via traditional 

arthroplasty techniques. As no reliable landmarks are available intra-operatively to determine glenoid 

morphology and scapular plane, the use of patient-specific glenoid guides are becoming more 

commonplace in order to prepare the glenoid and accurately guide the placement of the glenoid 

component during conventional and reverse shoulder arthroplasty. A single, central guidewire that is 

used to orientate the custom base-plate permits a degree of rotational malalignment around its central 

axis. We describe the use of an anti-rotation guidewire to aid in implantation of a definitive custom-

made glenoid base-plate, which is safe, effective and reproducible. 
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Introduction 

Shoulder arthroplasty have become increasingly more common in the UK [1] and has been 

shown to be a successful operation that can significantly improve quality of life. [2, 3] 

Advanced arthritic patterns are frequently being identified with expansive bone loss [4, 5] - 

often encountered during revision arthroplasty - which cannot be managed via traditional 

arthroplasty techniques. 

Custom-made implants utilise CT scans to map severe glenoid bone loss to design a patient 

specific prosthesis [6], in order to ensure precise positioning of the glenoid component, which 

is crucial to avoid early loosening. 

In this technical note, we aim to describe the use of an anti-rotation guidewire to aid in 

implantation of a definitive custom-made glenoid base-plate. This technique is safe, effective 

and reproducible. 

 

Technique 

The Promade system (Lima Corporate, Udine, Italy) allows a custom-made prosthesis to 

overcome significant bone loss and restore optimum shoulder mechanics. The current design 

utilises a central guide wire with a custom jig to guide glenoid component positioning (fig 

1). 

 

 
 

Fig 1: AP and lateral views of a custom glenoid jig demonstrating the placement of a central guidewire 

(red) and anti-rotation wire (purple). 
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Although such implants correspond accurately to the 

glenoid defect, a lack of rotational control using a single, 

central guidewire can potentially lead to imprecise seating 

of the custom base- plate onto the native glenoid.  

The addition of a second, anti-rotation wire into the design 

of custom-made glenoid jigs can maximise the accuracy of 

glenoid placement; such a wire is placed superiorly through 

the same custom jig. The position of this wire then 

corresponds to a matched groove designed on the superior 

surface of the definitive glenoid base-plate to ensure 

accurate rotational implantation of the custom implant (fig 

2).  

 

 
 

Fig 2: Insertion of the definitive glenoid base plate demonstrating the anti-rotation wire and groove in which this sits on the definitive 

implant 

 

Discussion 

As no reliable landmarks are available intra-operatively to 

determine glenoid morphology and scapular plane, the use 

of patient-specific glenoid guides are becoming more 

commonplace in order to prepare the glenoid and accurately 

guide the placement of the glenoid component during 

conventional and reverse shoulder arthroplasty [7, 8]. The use 

of a proposed second wire, which stabilizes and prevents 

inadvertent component rotation, provides an element of 

control considering that a mean deviation of approximately 

5–10° for both version and inclination has previously been 

found when glenoid components are positioned with 

standard instrumentation [9, 10]. 

Custom-made implants rely on precise implantation of the 

prosthesis. Optimal positioning of the single, central 

guidewire requires posterior retraction of the humerus and 

deltoid, with adequate exposure of the glenoid, as well as 

removal of all soft tissues, being important steps in allowing 

stable positioning of the custom-made glenoid jig. A single, 

central guidewire that is used to orientate the custom base-

plate permits a degree of rotational malalignment around its 

central axis. The authors believe the addition of an anti-

rotation wire to the planning and design of the custom 

prosthesis adds a further degree of accuracy to the system 

without adding constraints to surgical technique or 

compromising osseousor base-plate stability. 
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